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Environmental focus begins today
by VIRGINIA SCHNABEL
Staff Writer

Environmental concerns will be
focused on during Ecology A wareness Week which begins today.
There will be four days of speakers
in the SUB pit at noon.
Susan Johnson will speak on
behalf of the Ridge on Thursday,
April 20. She represents residents
of the upper county who would like

to see clear-cutting in the area slow
down. '
Cutting is happening faster than
anticipated, causing concern for the
group. Each speaker will be given
15 minutes to talk, followed by a
question and answer period.
Jody Houg of Cascadia Green
Alliance of Seattle will speak tomorrow. The Green is a grass-roots
political party which began in
Germany and only reached the

United States a few years ago.
"They have a long-term political
viewpoint, which is focused on
environmental issues with a global
perspective, not just a local one,"
said Lynn Niemi, current issues
coordinator for Central.
Their motto is "ecological wisdom through grass-roots democracy," and they believe anything
done at any level affects the world
and future. A question and answer

period will follow.
Ron Bracken, owner of
Ellensburg Recycling, will talk
about how to get into the recycling
habit on Monday, April 24. He will
also talk about where garbage goes,
and how the environment is affected
when recycling isn't done.
"He comes from the heart," said
Niemi. "He is not making money,
he just believes in recycling."
The final speaker for Ecology

Week will be Kathy Doiron from
Greenpeace in Seattle. On April
25, she will talk about issues concerning the Puget Sound area.
"Doiron will focus on the environmental consequences of the
paper and pulp mill industry. She
will also talk about the proposed
offshore drilling on the Wa~~ing
ton coast which the governor is
See Ecology page 2

Central Job Fair just
around the corner
Being aggressive will get the
employer's attention and following
through with a letter, phone call or
As a service to graduating stu- personal visit will let the prospecdents looking for jobs and under- tive employer realize that you are
classmen interested in obtaining serious about a job, according to
information, the Career Planning Owens.
Information firms may offer inand Placement Center, along with a
variety of campus clubs, is sponsor- cludes suggestions for courses to
ing the 16th annual Job Fair Wed- complement a major, whether or
nesday in the SUB Ballroom from not that company hires people with
a particular degree and advance10 a.m. - 3 p.m, April 26.
CPPC Director Benjamin Owens ment opportunities in that firm.
Seniors should wear respectable
said the function of Job Fair is to
allow students and prospective classroom clothes and bring a handemployers to meet and talk in an ful of resumes, Owens suggested.
informal atmosphere. The students Underclassmen should not be turned
have an opportunity to gather infor- away by the "seniors only" atmosmation about companies they may phere of the fair. Summer jobs. inwant to work for and employers ternships and contacts for future
have a chance to get to know stu- jobs are always available.
Registration for the Job Fair will
dents.
be
Tuesday noon - 4 p.m. and
Owens stresses the chance for
students to get information. He Wednesday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m., in the
recommends coming prepared with SUB Pit.
Some of the companies reprea list of questions.
Other suggestions Owens gives sented at the fair will be Allstate
are to be inquisitive, be agressive Insurance, Boeing, Mariposa and
and follow through. Prospective the CIA. A full list of firms and
employers are often impressed with specific information on each company can be obtained upon registrastudents who ask questions.
tion.
by TAMI SCHRANK

Contributing Writer

PBL members win big
by JUNE E. SAT AK
Contributing Writer

Central' s Phi Beta Lambda chapter placed first and second at the
state PBL conference April 6-7 in
Spokane. Local chapter Vice.President Todd Banchero, National President Dawn Larsen and 1980-1988
State President Mike Brewster won
the first place team award for Central in the category "Business Decision Making."
The second place team of Jim
Austin and Dave Iverson and another two-member team also represented Central in the same category.
Overall, Central' s delegation won
twelve awards. Banchero received
an individual award for marketing

and other first place awards were
won by Austin (Business Law), Jami
Miller (Business Communications),
Iverson (Finance) and Miller (Future Business Teacher).
The team competition required
the teams to complete a case study
and present their decision. Larsen
said this category is one of the most
prestigious to win.
Banchero, Brewster and Larsen
will represent Washington at the
national Phi Beta Lambda conference in Orlando, Florida July 9-12.
An additional three delegates from
Central are also expected to attend.
Banchero will be competing in the
marketing category at the national
conference.

A Central student eyes Sttve Cochrane, ajuggler from Bellingham, while he performs the torch and apple
routine in front ofBouillon Hall. Steve has been juggling/or a year and performs with such things, sickles
and bowling pins. (Photo by Steve Douglas)

Two survive Canyon crash with minor injuries
Two Central freshmen were
treated for minor injuries after their
vehicle rolled into·a ditch Saturday
night. They were driving toward
Ellensburg on Canyon Road.
The driver, Scott Stewart, 21,
apparently over-corrected wh~nhis

Ford Bronco drifted left, according
to Washington State Patrol officials.
The accident occurred 11 miles
south of Ellensburg.
Stewart was taken to Kittitas
Valley Community Hospital, by
ambulance, for treatment .of cuts

and scrapes. He was released that
night.
Passenger Ronald Knowles, 20,
was also released from the hospital
after being treated for minor scrapes.
Estimated damage to the Ford is
$2000.
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celebrated with Spring Rally

I

Local Elementary students do their part in state wide cleanup event.
(Photo By Keith Schafer)

by DEB FARLEY
Staff Writer

In celebration of I 00 years of
statehood, the "Cleanup of the
Century" began last ~eekend. It is

the sixth annual Spring Rally Washington's cleanup, recycling
and beautification event.
The state-wide cleanup week will
continue through Sunday, focusing public attention on the high

EcoI ogy:
Continued frqm page I
opposed to, but which the Department of the Interior wants to test for
by 1992," said Niemi.
"Congress has proposed the establishment of a marine sanctuary
which Greenpea~e is involved with
and hopes will stop any drilling.
This is a timely issue, with all that is
happening in Alaska now," she said.
Niemi believes it is important that
people know what's happening in
the environment and hopes the
speakers will be well attended.
Niemi added that coming up on
May 24, there will be a slide show in
the SUB Ballroom called "The Last
Great Wilderness." It will be at 6
p.m., and is about the proposed oil
drilling in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
"The refuge is on the northeastern border of Alaska and Canada
and represents the last I 00-mile
stretch on the Alaska coast line that
isn't affected by oil drilling," she

priority given by Wash_ington's
citizens to the beauty of the state.
"This does not mean that you
have to accomplish everything in
one week when it takes a year to get
it dirty," said Jen Gray, public works
manager at Ellensburg City Hall.
"Ideally, Spring Rally will remind
people to keep their community
clean throughout the year."
An example of keeping this spirit
throughout the year is the Yakima
River Cleanup ~hich takes place
every fall. The Yakima River
Cleanup Steering Committee
scheduled its first planning meeting for May 5 at noon in the Samuelson Union Building.
Hundreds of beautification,
cleanup and recycling projects are
taking place this week around the
state. By the end of the week,
community groups, service clubs,
youth groups and other volunteer

organizations will have planted
174,000 evergreen seedling trees
provided by the Keep Washington
Green Association in more than
1,500 locations across the state.
Each organization, business or
school participating will be given a
certificate of appreciation signed
by the governor. Last year, more
than 200 groups received certificates.
Ellensburg's city-wide cleanup
takes place tomorrow, offering
"free pickup for items that cannot
be disposed of in the normal fashion," Gray said.
"This includes such items as old
furniture, appliances, tires and old
paint cans, or anything boxed or
bagged excluding leaves, branches
and rocks, ·or garbage typically

picked up by the city," said Gray.
Ellensburg Disposal Company
and Kittitas Waste Service will work
together to prov~de this seryice. Gray
said anyone who wants to take
advantage of the free service should
have their items on the curb by 8
a.m.
Gray said there are bags available
at City Hall for groups who would
. like to organize a cleanup. She also
said there are community service,
jobs anytime of the year for anyone
who would like to volunteer.
"Spring Rally is the time to walk
over to that curb, pick up that piece
of litter and throw it away," said
Gray.
Anyone interested in participating in Spring Rally may contact Jen
Gray at City Hall, 962-9863.

News
News
News

Speakers increasing awareness

·said.
The multi-media slide show took
two years to put together. Producer

707 N. Main

of the show, -Glendon Brunk, wil
be at the showing and will be available afterward to answer questions

~~UMTfR

925-HAIR

mPflnY

<ttftl? CftRt d TflTIIOO STUDIO

We carry full lines of both Paul Mitchell
and Sebastian hair care products.
And also a complete line of
Sebastian Skin Care & Makeup.

Numerous job opportunities; the glamour
of our 24-hour city; the scenic beauty of
th~ high desert country, the outdoor activities available in the spectacular Sierra
Nevada; and the beauty of Lake Tahoe,
just an hour away. It's all waiting for you
in Reno, packed with value and excitement that's twice as friendly as just about
anywhere else, with at least twice as ·much
to do.
Representatives from Harrah's Reno will be at the Central Washington
University Job Fair in the Samuelson Union Building Ballroom between
lOa.m. and 3p.m. on Wednesday, April 26, 1989. We will tell you about
summer job opportunities with the world's leading Hotel/Casino. Interviews will also be held on Thursday, April 27, 1989.

VIETNAM VETS TO HELP SOVIETS:
Twenty American Vietnam veterans will travel to the Soviet Union to
help veterans of another· unpopular war - the invasion of Afghanistan cope with the trauma of returning home. Each veteran ·is-paying $2,500
to make the trip. (From the USA TODAY News section.)
PLEASE! NO MORE MAIL:
The Supreme Court was deluged this weekend with a record 46,020
letters debating the abortion issue, and officials are saying, "Enough,
thank you." The court, in hearing a Missouri case next week, has been
asked to overturn Roe vs. Wade, its controversial 1973 decision
legalizing abortion. (From the USA TODAY News section.)
BASES HANG IN ~THE BALANCE:
The fate of 91 U.S. military bases will be decided with a congressional
vote. Possible results: 86 permanently closed; five partially closed;
21,000 civilian and military jobs cut. The reorganization - a five-year
effort - would begin January 1990. The savings by closing 86 bases is
estimated at $5.6 billion over 20 years; $694 million of that the first
year.
WALL BEING BUILT IN LONG BEACH:
In an attempt to prevent a school yard slaying in a violent area of Long
Beach, Calif., school officials here . are building a $160,000 bullet
barrier. The IO-foot-high, 300-foot-long wall is being built at Lindbergh Junior High School. About every six weeks, gunshots mingle
with the noise of children playing. (From the USA TODAY News
section.)
·
MEKONNEN WINS BOSTON MARATHON:
Ethiopian Abebe Mekonnen won the Boston Marathon Monday in
two hours, nine minutes and six seconds. Mekonnen was 50 seconds
ahead of the second-place finisher, Tanzanian Juma Ikangaa. Mekonnen, the first Ethiopian to ever win the Boston Marathon, won $45,000.
(From the USA TODAY Sports section.)
MARCOS GETS SOME GOOD NEWS:
A U.S. district judge in New York says deposed Philippine leader
Ferdinand Marcos, 71, does not have to stand trial with his wife, Imelda,
on racketeering charges. Ferdinand Marcos is in guarded condition in
a Honolulu hospital an "cannot, at present, assist in the preparation of
his defense or stand trial," said Assistant U.S. Attorney Debra Ann
Livingston.
Copyright 1989, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network.

Big John's
Drive-In
specializing in

the Big John Burger
"A MEAL IN ITSELF'

For further information contact Wanda Robinson at Career Planning and
Placement, 963-1921. Your success is our success at Harrah's Reno!

925-5900
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
U.S. Citizens and Authorized Aliens Only

. 908 East 1O~

WE DELIVER·
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Students debate international policy forModel UN
.
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by LORETTA MCLAUGHLIN were highly controversial. Dele- rest of the · committee spent more lie Information (DPI).
time debating on ·. adjourning for
"I'm more serious this year," said
gates there discussed "Torture and
Staff Writer
senior Dave Herrell, Secretariat ·
Other Cruel; lnhuman, .and ,De- - lunch than on agenda items."
Most of Central' s senior deie- member of DPI. "Last year as a
grading Treatment or Punishment"·
International political policy and · and the "Elimination of All Disgates were Secretariat members. delegate, . I dido 't have so many
debate was at the center of the 39th crimination Against Women."
They helped iri administrative du- responsibilities."
Annuallntemational Modei United · "There were ·S01Tle things I disties like chairing committees or
Experience is a positive factor in
Nations Far West conference in agreed with as myself; butl had to
working iri the Department of PubSeattle. ·
go along with what · my country
College students from around the _ would do,'' said freshman Julie
world met last·weekend to discuss Patterson, Syrian delegate to the
world-wide problems . . They fo- _ Third Committee.
by LORETTA MCLAUGHLIN the organization it is b~sed on. .
cused on the UnitedNationscup-ent
She was in the awkward position
"I · believe it comes ·down to
agenda of discussi~n.
of representing a Muslim country . Staff Writer
whether we strictly model ourselves
Several .· Central students repre.; which has very conservative ideas ·
. aftertheUnitedNationsorsimlllate
senting Columbia and Syria were in on how women shm,ild act. ·
Change is happe9ing rapidly. in
the midst of it. · Most of the 24
. Most delegates spend several . the International Model United its functions and purpose," said
delegates and Secretariat members hours researching their .country's · NationsFarWest. Thisyear'sRules Central graduate Tom · Nations;
were underclassmen and will pro- voting practices and submission of
Rules Committee Chairman.
Committee proposedthe merger of
vide leadership in upco1Tling con- · resolutions at the current' United
Several separate committee r.ules at
The merger was .suggested as a
ferences.
·
Nations session. They are familiar . the 39th Annual conference in - means of.simplifying the separate
"This is the first time we've had withth~ partnershipsand blocs. tha~
.and lengthy·: "C", "P" and "EC'
Seattle.
such a cross-section of the student form within each committee.
..
rules. There are a few rules intrinsic
population, all academic grade levThe . purpose of the rules is to
Some committees ·went overto a certain committee; but most are
elswere represented;" said Dr. Rex board in role playing. The Speeial
allow discussion, comment and
similar.
Wirth; faculty advisor. ·
Political.Committee spent most of
debate in a highly strllctl.lred atmosA standard set of rules would be
The purpose of the conference.is the conference discussing .its first
phere based on United Nations tra•
used -f or the Main, General · ·a.nd .
for s~µdents to emulate the overall ·agenda itern; "Political,.Military,
ditions_and protocol.
ECOSOC committees. -Specialized
behavior of their .country'.s .· actual Economic, ·and ·Other FO~s of
A merger ofthe Main CoTmitdelegatio~ aqhe ·united Nations. assistance to Front-Line States.''.·
rules would be distributed at.each .
tee, General. Assembly and Eco~ .
This often differs with their per"There were some
us who
committee .so the "int.ricades'·, are
nomi~
and Social Council
sonal attitude ·and opinions. ·
· wanted ·to -get some _work . done,"
hot lost.
.
(ECOS0C).
rules would ·moye the
. Such was the case in .the Third sajd junior'Jennie LaSword.. "Tb:e "It~s a good idea economically,"
·
·
·
.. - ·
FarWestawayfromthepracti~esof
Committee whose. agenda items

the Mod.el United .Nations. -Many
of the delegates expressed interest
in attending next year's conference
in Riverside, .Calif.
· "It ·was really e~citing,... said
freshman Roni . Huntington. "I'm
looking forward to going-next year."

Rule change made at Model UN conference

of

Summer•is Here.
Get Rid Of That
_W inter Insulation. ·

Computer Services reminds members of the campus.commun,ity of ihe following ll;niversity
copyright policY. on computer software. In general the policy states that.allsoftware ·used on
University ()wned machines ~r University properly must be properlylice7Jsed. Normallythis
means that ~opying a software package/or use on ~nother machine (internal or exte.r.nal to th.e
University) is illegal If you have questions about your rights ID use~ softwo,re P(JCkage,please
see the following policy statement as well as the license agreement associated witli that package.

----

It is the policy of Central Washington University to adhere to the provisions of
copyright laws in the area of computer programs. Though there continues to be contoversy regarding interpretation of those .copyright laws, the following
procedures represent a sincere effort to operate legally. Therefore, in an effort to
discourage violation of copyright laws and to prevent such illegal activities:

If you want to.losesome
weight or just.tone ·up
come in and talk to u~.
. We really can help you!

1.

<l[etter Life Natural Foo4§)
111West6th

925-2505

University employees will be expected to adhere to the provi
sions of copyright laws in the area of Public Law 96-517.
Section 7(b) which amends SectiOn 117 of Title 17 of the United
States Code which allows for the making of a back- up copy of
computer programs. That statute states,in part, " .. .it is not an infringement for the owner of a copy of a computer program to
make or authorize the making of another copy or adaptation of
that computer program provided:
a. that such a new copy or adaptation is created as an essential
step in the utilization of the computer program in conjunction
with a machine and that it is used in no other manner, or
b. that such a new copy and adaptation is for archival purposes
only and that all archival copies are destroyed in the event
that continued possession of the computer program should
cease to be rightful.

FRIENDS • OF • WASHOE

MEET
.JANE GOODALL
Internationally Recognized Researcher
on·Chimpanzee Behavior

Sponsored by Friends of Washoe. CWU

To express appreciation to CWU and
Ellensburg for support of Washoe+
the chimpanzees. Friends of Washoe
invites you to meet Jane Goodall.
Dr. Goodall will speak briefly at 6:45
p.m.

saidNatic;ms.."The savings in copy.;.
ing expense alone will be immense."
The· combining of the three sets
ofruleswillnothamperadelegate's
participation or the flow of discus':'
sion: · According to Nations they
will em1ble a more fluid transition
between the three major commit'"
tees.
Many delegates and advisers feel
the . m.~rged .rules will be simpler
arid ·easier··. to follow ..Tl1ey _h~ve _
been experiencin'g recrujting diffi..: '
culty a,11dsome advisers base this on
the books o( rules delegates pure:
renily have to memorize.
ArtotherbenefiJ of combined rules
is .that .delegates .and .. committee
chairs.will . b~ · able. to change com7
mitt~es year-to-year without hav- ·
ing to)earn a complete new set.
rules.
~':Teaching committ~e chairs will:
be easier;' said seniorTomSmit~;
Secretariat member and . . -Thifd
Committe~~s Leg~l Officer.
,Curre11tly. the ·te~ching sessicms
~ are.discordant ._
and n.e w c;hairs are
rising to ,· ~peak under several differ,,.
ent sets of rules.
· The Executive Committeeagreed
to a one-year trial period to determine if the .merger ·will ·work. A
combination of rules determined by
an ad hoc committee·will be used at
the provincial level during high
school conferences and at . collegiate regionals.
Next year's Rules Committee will
review the new rule's performance
and recommend to the Executive
Committee whether or hot the
changes should be permanent in the
Far West.
Other collegiate conferences have
adopted similar rules mergers. Both
the Canadian and United States
Nationals use a combined set of
rules.

of

2.

When software is to be used on a disk sharing system, efforts
will be made to secure this software from copying.

3.

Illegal copies of copyrighted programs may not be made or used
on University equipment.

4.

The legal or insurance protection of the University will not be
extended to empfoyees who violate copyright laws .

Make

Nothing in this policy shall be deemed to apply to computer
programs or software products which lie within the public domain.

at one group meeting, Student Organization, fraternity, or sorority needed
to conduct marketing project at your
next meeting

5.

$300

Call J-800-950-8472

or more!

Extension 150
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D .A.P.P.E.R. diary

. ..

''Just what is this D.A.P.P.E.R. thing anyWay?"
Prevention
· ~rogramD.A.P.P.E.R.-nan;iesthatareheard
or maybe see~ op camp.q.s but unfamiliar in meaning to most.
The Prevention Program is better
understood when preceeded by
Substance Abuse-a program that
pays specific. attention not just to
drugs, not just to · alcohol but all
substance abuse without focus in a

"traditional manner."
D.A.P.P.E.R. is an identifiable
technique that correl~tes with the
Prevention Program. It is an acronym meaning Drug Abuse Prevention Program EducatiQn Referral.
The word "prevention" tends to
arise quite frequently when referring to drug abuse. Reality is, that
this program isn't merely a preacher

of prevention but a place in which
one can receive education and informatfon on drugs, alcohol and
their effects.
Once this information is received,
referr!ils are provided for individual counseling for students with drug
and alcohol problems. A catch that
must be noted is that one does not-. .
need to have a problem to receive. ·
information.

ECT Programming for KCWU

Other eduacation and prevention
that is provided by the program is:
~ Reside!'.lce· ·~a~l educational ·
pres'entations
.• Newspaper advertisements · .
• Speakers Bureau
• Hold local conferences forCWU
students arid .employees
• Fund and sponsor .poster contests
• Advise and support the BACCHUS club
• Promote programs of students
helping students
• Purchase, maintain, and dis-

tribute films and 'video ·tapes to be
show·i:i op campus'·- ,
··-. • Offerp~ograms about ~ub~t.ance ·
abuse topics in academic classes
Anyone a~d everyQne are wel- .

c~me to this drug and alcohol infor- ·
mation. Many times the office takes
on the appearance of a loungestop in and you '11 see why. It can be
found in the SUB, Flushing Meadows, Room 128 (between the
restrooms). Director Jack Baker
welcomes all and encourages walkins.

Channel 2
ANNOUNCING
~1J OUR NEW OFFICE LOCATION

April 17-23

,,_1'

Mon April 17

.7:30 p.m.

City Council Meeting

Tue April 18

7:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:46 p.m.
9p.m.
9:30 p.m.

Words of Freedom
The Olmsted Place
R.E.A.C.H. Program
Senior Health Information
Sanctuary

Wed April 19

7:30 p.m.

Rodeo Monday Finals

Thu April 20

7:30 p.m.
8p.m. _
9:30p.m.

Block program- Teddy Weeks/Stories by Paul
Cinderella
Halloween Parade-Horse and Carriage

DR. DON A. CHILDRESS
KITTITAS VALLEY CHIROPRACTIC
502 N. Ruby
Ellensburg. WA 98926
(509) 962-9796 .

Located: 1 block North of Safeway

New student club
promotes human
rights
The Central Action Network is a
new student organization dedicated
to promoting human rights and
welfare.
CAN works with Amnesty International as well as sponsors food
drives and other activities. It spreads
awareness though public presentations, posters and letters.
Most recently CAN conducted a
food drive for the Kittitas County
Action Council. Current projects
include a letter writing campaign
for Amnesty International' s Urgent
Action Program, seeking the release of wrongfully imprisoned men
and women.
The subject of child abuse and
the legal aspects of reporting it is
also being addressed in an upcoming presentatio.
CAN meets Mondays at 8 p.m. in
the SUB, room 107. Interested students are encouraged to join.

Have you been affected by someone else's drinking'?

AL-ANON
EVERY FRIDAY 12p.m. - 1:30p.m. SUB 210

For those who want to quit and would like
the support of others working on abstinence.

Substance Support Group
EVERY MONDAY 4p.m. - 6p.m. SUB room 210
If you want to quit drinking join us

AA MEETINGS
Every Monday 12-1 p.m. SUB Room 210
Open to Students/faculty/staff
For more information in regards to Alcohol and other drugs
Call 963-3213
Keep Yourself D.A.P .P .E.R.
Drug Abuse frogram frevention Education Referral

OINUS
LATE COMERS WELCOME TO BOTH GROUPS

LOOK FOR THE
MARKETING CLUB COUPONS!
Featuring- $10 Mens Cuts
$1 O off all Perms/Colours
We Specialize ln*Texturizing
*Spiral Perms
*European Style
Deco Colouring

925-EDGE
304 NORTH PEARL

T·SHIRTS
OF THE WEEK
25% OFF
Offer available April 20-26, 1989.
Limited to stock on hand and not valid with any other coupon or offer.

'
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Student discQvers diverse
culture of Malaysia
languages, religions, food and customs managed to live harmoniously
Staff Writer
together.
"Everyone celebrates all the holiOnly a privileged few attend days," she said.
college in Malaysia according to
However, there is resentment of
Sue Hart, who- returned recently the Malays by the Chinese and
from a trip to to that country.
Indians because of the Malaysian
"Once you have failed, at any government's policy of preferenlevel, you're out forever," said the tial treatment toward Moslems
23-year-old sophomore.
. (Malays· are required by law to be
Hart visited her parents in Petal- Moslem). Malays receive tax beneing Jaya, a suburb of Kuala Lum- fits, lower interest rates and other
pur, the capital of Malaysia, for benefits the other groups do not.
two-and-a-half months during winWhen she first arrived she was
ter quarter. Her father is there as an afraid to go outside because she was
exchange professor of physics so obviously foreign.
through Moorhead State UniverShe and her parents were the only
sity in Moorhead, Minn.
Caucasians in the neighborhood,
.She expected to find an underde- and she was stared at by passersby,
veloped Third World nation when especially men. She wore a skirt
she arrived. Instead she found west- most of the time because that is the
ernized cities with no great poverty. accepted dress for a woman, she
"I was hoping to experience life said.
other than that of the U.S.," she
Dating and entertainment for
admitted.
teenagers is a lot different than in
Like the United States, Malaysia the United States according to Hart.
has diverse ethnic groups. The three They don't have as high alcohol use
main groups are Malays, Chinese because it's unholy for Moslems to
and Indians. Despite the westerni- drink and Indians generally don't
zation of the cities, they manage to either.
maintain strong cultural ties.
The popular thing to do, she said,
She was amazed at how three is to go to "Ninja" movies or hang
such different groups with different

Page 5

Career
planning
information

by DAINA MURRAY

Job Search Workshops:
A workshop is being presented by
Robert D. Mal de of the Career Planning & Placement Center today from
3-4pm, Shaw-Smyser 105.
Recruiting Activities-Spring

1989
April 20-Shelgren Financial
Group

April 26-Central Job Fair

Sophomore Sue Hart visited Malaysia to experience a foreign culture.
(Photo by Ginger Ehrhardt)
out late, eating from food stalls along
the street. Vendors set up burners
and start cooking, she said.
The most interesting cultural
experience she had was a celebration with the Mah Meri Indian tribe.
She and her mother were given palm
frond skirts to wear and flowers,
and followed the Indians in a parade
to the beach.

When they arrived, they were
blessed with rice flour. The Indians
then played music and everyone
danced, she said. At the end, they
exchanged gifts, giving the Indians
clothing for the children along with
sugar, rice and money.
Now that she has experienced the
culture of another nation, Hart has
caught "the travel bug" and hopes
to travel elsewhere.

"Mom says the
house just isn't the
same without me,
even though itS
alot cleaner.''

April 27-K-Mart Apparel
April 27-Farmers Insurance
May 3-Metropolitan Mortgage &
Securities
May 4--Northwestern Mutual
Life
May 4--Farmers Insurance
May 9--Washington State Patrol (trooper cadets)
May 10-U.S. Federal Bureau of
Investigation
May 12-U.S. Central Intelligence
Agency
May 25-U.S. Navy Resale and
Services Support Office (Civilian
jobs)
Peace Corps Recruiting: Pick up
forms before May 5.

Summer Jobs
April 26-Harrah' s Hotel Casino
May 1, 31, June I-Southwestern
Company

Interviewing School Districts for
Teacher Candidates
May 5--Aubum Public Schools
Military Recruiting
April 27--U.S. Navy
May 9-10-U.S. Marine Corps
More information is available at
the Career Planning and Placement Center in Barge 105. CPPC
encourages students to visit and
register for service, maintain current placement files, keeo posted
on campus interviews andjobs and
discuss career concerns regarding
career goals.

EAT BREAKFAST

Just because your Mom
is far away, doesn't mean
you can't be close. You can
still share the love and
laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service.
It costs less than you
think to hear that she likes
the peace and quiet, but
she misses you. So go
ahead, give your Mom a
call. You can clean your
room later. Reach out and
touch someone~

-ATs.T

The right choice.

'·I don't like breakfast, it just
makes me hungrier later.''
Is this your excuse for skipping
breakfast? Breakfast shouldn 't be
skipped! To avoid the mid-morning
hunger pangs - change your
breakfast selections. We usually
choose a too limited menu for
breakfast. In the morning, our
blood sugar is low because we
haven't eaten since the night
before. A meal high in
carbohydrates (such as toast and
fruit juice) is changed rapidly into
glucose and absorbed quickly into
the blood stream. The pancreas
produces insulin to . drive the
glucose into the cells. Often, the
pancreas continues to produce
insulin after the blood sugar
reaches a normal level. Our blood
sugar will continue to drop and
within hours we are hungry again.
To avoid hunger pangs add protein
such as a glass of skim milk or
peanut butter on your toast.
Protein and fat are converted to
glucose more slowly, thus delaying

hunger.

ru?
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Opinions
There shouldn't be a need for 'Human Rights Week'
for the purpose of recruiting
by RENEE RICKETTS
is a perfect example.
Managing Editor
Since these rights are guarThis week was declared anteed by the only document
"Human Rights Week" by that binds the various peoples
Idaho Gov. Cecil Andrus. and cultures that make up
What sad times we live in America, it is impossible to
when such a declaration must argue against even these
be made!
grossly prejudiced and unHuman rights is an issue couth hate groups' rights. The
under fire in the Soviet Union problem is that they don't
- it should not be a problem always peaceably assemblein a country where the found- there has been a great deal of
ing fathers guaranteed cer- violence, destruction and
tain unalienable rights to all. death along the paths of
Andrus made the public an- groupssuchastheseNeo-Nazi
n o u n cement in Coeur Skinheads, the Aryan Nations
d'Alene, Idaho Monday in . and the Ku Klux Klan.
And what are the law-abid- .
response to a Neo-Nazi Skinhead convention scheduled ing citizens doing while their
thi.s week in the Aryan Na- neighbor is b.e ing terrorized
tions Church at Coeur d' and killed? Minding their own
Alene. Andrus' message was business!
supposed to reinforce the feelThese hate groups are gainings of the respectable citi- ing in power, and they will
zens of Idaho who oppose the continue to grow until those
Neo-Nazi movement.
who recognize every person's
The irony of the hate groups basic ,rights speaks out. .The
is that, while they blame the people with the right intenproblems of the universe on a tions are too wrapped up in
totally unrelated people and their own lives to use their
deny all such .people their right of expression to combat
guaranteed rights, hate groups the · hatred and ignorance
practice their own rights more threatening everything this
than the average American. country stands for! ·
This week's assembly to disInspirational and peaceful
cuss their deviant beliefs and leaders like Martin Luther
possibly express themselves King Jr. and Ghandi are few

Letters

and far between. We can't
wait for someone else to take
charge - we need to get involved now.
I applaud CWU's Student
Activities office for scheduling the three-day seminar on
hate groups last quarter. Such
activities are the first step education. Education is the
only defense against the igno-

ranee inherent in hate groups.
Perhaps Central Action Network, a new human r~ghts and
welfare club on campus, will
carry the ball now. The education needs to continue, in
hopes that more people will
be reached with every presentation. Since people must be
made aware of a problem

before they will seek a solution, peaceful demonstrations
must be held.
Progress has to start somewhere. Don't set this paper
down and mind your own
business, forgetting the injustices committed on- a daily
basis against your fellow
American. Get involved.

Chivalry found dead in canyon
to · exist - gentlemen. Hot
news item: Gentlemen do not
_E_dit_or_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Last weekend, hundreds of hit women.But this guy, showCentral students participated ing a total lack of class and
in what is known as "a canyon humanity, decided that it was
party," one of the best aspects necessary for him to strike
of college life that I have come this girl.
This·student is a person who.,
across since I've been here.
as
near · as I can tell and for
The springparties are always
fun and always memorable, what reason I don't know, is
but one girl on campus· will very well liked by many on
have memories of this last this campus and who;prior to
gathering which aren't so fun this incident, may have been
respected by his peers. This
to recall.
This girl, in the process of kind of person doesn't deserve
her partying, was punched by respect -· he deserves a taste
a fellow student - a male of his own · medicine. ·You
student. Forget all the busi- know who you are. - how
ness about women's rights a~d would you like to be slapped
how the sexes are equal. Let's around a little bit? Or, better
talk about basic human cour- yet, how would you like a nice
tesy and something that used juicy lawsuit? You deserve
by MIKE BUSH

both.
Fortunately, the girl he hit
is one of those people who
doesn't like to cause problems for other people - even
those who smack her around.
She didn't go to the police
and she called off all the guys
who would like to have a few
minutes alone with him. He's
lucky.
I acknowledge the fa~t that
I don't know all the details of
her situation, but I do know
that only a person with a pretty
weak character feels the need
to hit females. It's not macho
and it's not cool - it's stupid
and shows everyone you associate with thatyoujustdon't
deserve to have friends.

Letters to the Editor
To the Ganges gang:

OLiVeR NoRTM

Thanks for the cleanup

*"

aJSTeiNm
~~MTN.

i'CWS·Nea

CPS

To the editor:
I would just like to take the
opportunity to thank all of those
people who helped clean up the
Ganges. God knows all of us
have walked by or across it and
thought "Jeez, I wish someone
would clean this up - it looks
like hell," but obviously very
few of us actually took the time
to DO something about it.
Those that did started at 8 a.m.
on a SATURDAY and worked
through the day picking out the
garbage others had tossed in
without a thought. What's more,
they did it not for money, not for
-·'

extra credit and not 'for recognition - they did it most likely
because they were sick of looking at an irrigation ditch. that
resembled a city dump . .
On a more optimistic note,
now that the Ganges is clean and
looks much more respectable
what (do you) say we try to keep
it that way, Central? Who knows,
someone might even be brave
enough to inner-tube down it
this spring! Once again THANK
YOU to those who put their "money" where their mouths are.
Signed,
Stacey Smith
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Avoid the lines with this helpful guide
Ever see someone standing in the
express line with 27 items and have
to restrain yourself from saying,
"I'd like to have a four-letter word
with you"?
We have an aversion to lines. Our
whole orientation is to get to the
other end. Who hasn't wondered
what it would be like to be Princess
Di -0r President Bush - one of
those people who never has to stand
in line.
It's po.ssible. And you don't have
to win the Lotto or write a successful children's book. Just pick the
non-prime time when others aren't
doing those things.
A number of shopkeepers, office
managers and government workers
told us when their lulls are. These
are the best times to:
- Buy a car: The conventional
wisdom is that the end of the month
is the best because salesmen have to
meet their quotas. That's true, sort
of, but the actual best time is any
time inventories are high and sales
are not.
- Do your grocery shopping:
The best days are Tuesday and
Wednesday, unless they fall on the
first, third, 15th or 30th of the month,
when government checks and pay-

checks are issued and more people
have money to spend. The worst
day is Sunday. As one clerk put it,
"Every Tom, Dick and Harry is out
on Sunday."
If you work nights, the best time
is morning, after 9:30. Much of the
fresh produce will be on the shelves
by then.
If you work days and must shop at
night, try the dinner hours of 5-7
p.m. or after 9 if your store is open
late. You can always go in the
middle of the night if your store is
open, but the shelves are being
restocked and you might not get the
freshest produce; the trucks start
arriving around 6 a.m.
- Get married: Wedding consultants say September is the nicest
month because the weather is good,
scenery is still pretty enough for an
outdoor ceremony and most people
are settling into their routine after
summer. September is busy ,though.
- See your doctor: Tuesday and
Wednesday are the best da)•s. The
worst day is Monday. The runnersup are Thursday and Friday, because people start worrying they'll
be sick forthe weekend. The middle
of the day is the slowest time because most working people want

appointments at the beginning or
end of the day.
- Go to the bank: At downtown
offices, avoid the first and last 15
minutes of the day and the lunch
hours. Suburban branches differ, so
ask your teller when the lulls are.
- Get your hair cut: The slowest
days are in the beginning of the
week.
- Go to the post office: Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays
are best, unless they fall on the first,
third, 15th or 30th of the month,
when government checks and paychecks are issued and people buy
money orders. Monday is almost
always a bad day. Rainy days usually drive away the crowds.
- Go to a self-service laundry:
There really is no good weekend
time, but the best time is first thing
in the morning, before anyone else
arrives.
The best weekday time is very
early morning or between 3 and 5
p.m., before the day workers arrive
and wash their clothes while they
eat their dinner. If you work days,
the only time at night that's good is
right before closing.
Copyright 1989, USA TODAY/AppleCollege Information Network.

Forum
Save them long enough to test them
executive for the devastating oil
spill.
- We sure ran into trouble when
seals were eating steelhead from

by RENEE RICKETTS
Managing Editor

Farm animals scored big in
Sweden recently. ·An animalwelfare law there now protects
them from unnecessary drug and
hormone treatments, allows
chickens a chance to get out of
their cramped cages and cows
and pigs access to straw and
litter.
Animal liberation· as an ethical i~sue rode on the shirttails of
the liberation process for blacks,
women and homosexuals in the
Western world. Although it
sounds like comic relief in an
age of such intense change, animal liberation activists treat the
issue with the same seriousness
as abortion-issue extremists of
both sides.
Activities
like
last
November's attempted bombing of United States Surgical of
Norwalk, an institute that uses
dogs in its research, earned the
Animal Liberation Front a "terrorist group" label from the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.
"They break into buildings,"
United States Surgical president
and founder Leon C. Hirsch told
the press after the event. "They
set fires. They're dangerous."
Of course not all animal-rights
groups are militant. The groups
differ immensely in belief, purpose and practice. Some simply
lobby for the fair treatment of
domesticated pets, while others
protest the killing of animals for
· a source of food.
Extremists against commercial and recreational hunting will
probably never get far, since the
majority of our society eats both

the hatchery, though - should
we protect the cute, sad-eyed .
mammals or the fish whose
offspring we want to eat later?

Student Responses:
"Animals are put on earth as inferior to us. That doesn't mean they
should be treated bad -you shouldn't be cruel to any animals."
-Yvette Mhyre,freshman
~

(IYEAA, I APPREGl~TED ~I~ ~u~D ... ~ ~ lt\\S!?(
vegetation and meat. However,
those whose goals relate to
humanizing intensified farming
techniques-like the malnutrition and underdevelopment
necessary to produce "good"
veal - and adding restrictions
to recreational hunting and fishing may see limited success.
Another animal-rights issue is
the extent of laws in providing
protection for abused pets. A
Central student recently turned
in a chained-down, motor oilsoaked puppy to the Humane
Society and was assured the
puppy would find a new, loving
home.
When the student checked up
on the pup's welfare later, the
Humane Society official said the
original owner took the dog back
with a special order from the
police. Only a minor fine was
required. Apparently the law
protects property more than
welfare.
Probably the hottest issue
concerning the role of animals
in today's society, though is the
abuse in the name of advanced

technology. People generally
want medical knowledge to
continue to increase, but they do
not like to think animals are
necessary for research and testing new treatments. Of the animal-rights groups thatacknowl~dge the need for animals in
medical research, most disagree
with each other about which
animals should be allowed to
serve as the prove,rbial guinea
pig.
Monkeys, chosen for medical
studies because of their close
relationship to the human species are considered to be "toe
human" for such inhumane treatment. The plight of dogs, cats
and rabbits is used to appeal for
support from non-members, but
experimentation on mice and rats
is virtually ignored.
Americans love the under-dog.
Give us an environmental tragedy and we know who and how
to give the pressure. Save the
three whales caught under ice
despite the cost. Prosecute every
Exxon · employee :from the oil .
tanker's third mate to the top

"It's just a question of morals. I don't think there should be someone
deciding who should exist and who shouldn't. The closer the animal is to
people, the more they value it. I don't really think that's right."
-Liana Aker, junior
"It depends on the type of medical research. If it will help medical
research!or humans, no (animal should have the same rights as humans);
but if it doesn't, yes they should be treated with respect."
-Scott Gongliewski, senior
"Pets should be treated with respect."
-Joe Furin, senior
"As far as lab testing g;es, no - we should do all we can to advance
medicine."
-Scott Price, senior
"I hate seeing dogs being tortured. Guinea pigs probably should be
treated the same, but I think they' re not because guinea pigs are little and
dogs are big. Wild animals can't really be domesticated, so they should
be kept wild."
-Mark Bonsack, senior
"Animals should be treated with respect, but there is a limit as to how
far that can go."
- Carole Berry, senior
"You take the interest ofa human over that ofan animal.You treat them
different, but not extreme."
-Mike Reinmuth, senior
"When doing experiments, you' re not going to use humans. So they use
animals. Human rights are going to have to dominate over animals'"
-Ron Voeller, junior
"No, (animals should not have the same rights) because they're. not
people."
·
-Jeff Brateng, senior

· Have You Ever Seen ·Anything on
This Campus That Needed Changing?
If So, Get It Off Your Chest,
and Put Us to Work!
It's almost impos~ible to have a perfect campus, but that shouldn't stop us
from trying! As your newly elected A.S.C.\XT.U. Board of Directors, we're striving to implement policies that will best serve us, the students. However, in
order to accomplish this, we need your input on what you feel needs changing.
In past years, students complained with reason, for extended library and
Pavillion hours, a cash machine in the SUB, and a continuation of the Daycare
program. Many stud~nts voiced their opinions on these issues and student ·
government helped make them a reality. What's next?
·
This year's Board represents all of you, so put ~s to work by filling out the
following "W ANf LIST":
·
.
. _

If you were able to change any three aspects about this campus what would
they be?
1.
2.

3.
Drop your ..WANT LIST.. off at the ASCWU BOD · office in the SUB at any time.
Thank you for your ideas and input, we'll do our best to implement them.

C~mmittees

Proudly

S~rve

AFFIRM ATlVE ACTION COMMIITEE·
1. Robert Harris
2. JoAnne McClain

Students ...
Many students look for opportunities to become involved at Central ·
Washington University, and don't know where to ~tart. One of the.best ways
to get involved is through Associated Students of Central Washingon University (ASCWU) .committees.There are twenty-one ofthese committees, each
offering unique challenges, and the opportunity to affect the students and the
university.
,
This is a list of students who we appointed to serve on committees. We the
ASCWU Board of Directors, would like to thank these students for serving.
\Vithout them, students would have no voice in the governance of the university. Thank you!
CAMPUS JUDICIAL COUNCIL
I. Tim Johnson
2. Niccola Robbenolt
3. Mark Kusske
4. Jennifer Fisher
COUNCIL OF PROBITY
1. Mark Kusskc

2. Jon Scharpenberg
3. Sharyl Brown
4. Michael Paulos
5. Pamela Carey

SUB FACILITIES PLANNING AND
FINANCIAL AID COMMITTEE

I. Jill Goedde
2. Tim Johnson
3. Mike Barret
Michelle Linarez
· PARKING AND TRAFFIC
APPEALS COMMITTEE
I. T.J. Vachon 3. Michael Barret
2. Craig Fulmer

BOARD OF ACADEMIC APPEALS
I.
Suzanne Betts
2. Scott Polluck

GENERAL EDtJ'CA TION COMMITTEE
I . David Williams

3. Amanda Tudor

ATHLETICS
1. Make Barrett
2. Michelle Linarez

4. Brett Seelig
5. Betsy Higgs

GRADUATE COUNCIL
I. Doug Klewin
2. Cathy Geier

3. Dale Learn

FACULTY SENA TE
1. Robert Gossard

ENERGY CONSERVATION
ADVISORY BOARD
1. George Nelson

2. Tom Youngblood
TEACHERS EDUCATION COUNCIL
I. Doug Klc;win

CENTENNIAL COMMITTEE
I. Betsy Higgs

ACADEMIC COMPUTING COMMITTEE

1. Tom Dillon
BOOKSTORE ADVISING COMMITTEE

I. Amanda Tudor

UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL
I. Michelle Linarez

1. Jon Scharpenberg

SURVEY COMMITTEE
I. Jennifer Fisher

2. T.J. Sedgwick
3. Chris Mason .

UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM
COMMITTEE
I. T.J. Vachon
2. Mike Barret
3. Christina Jones

SERVICE AND ACTIVITIES FEES COMMIITEE
I. Diana Collins
2. Tonya Nass
3. Jimmy Dale Cannon

ASCll\'lla-Calendar of ·E v e n t s - - - - - - -.....
Thurs.
Mon.
Wed.

·- April 20
April 24
April 26

Club Senate meeting in SUB 204/205 at 3p.m.
ASCWU B.O.D. meeting in SUB Kachess at 1 p.m.
Papa john's presents Dana Belkholm,
pianist/vocalist, performing show tunes.
Papa John's also presents CWU student, Dave
Cazier pianist vocalist performing a musical
virtuoso.)
(Note: This is NOT T.J.'s birthday)
This is a paid advertisement. A
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Scene
Chimp expert to visit Ellensburg
by University Relations
Internationally respected chimpanzee researcher Jane Goodall will
be the guest of honor Sunday at a
public reception in Ellensburg. All
interested persons are invited to
meet her between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m.
at the Hal Holmes Center.
"The reception is really a thank
you from the. chimps and from
businesses that have subscribed to
our newsletter, or donated food and
time over the years to help the
chimps survive," Dr. Roger Gouts
said. "We want to thank Ellensburg
for being such a good home for the
chimps," he said.
Fouts, a Central Washington
University psychology professor
along with his wife and co-researcher Debbi, heads the CWU
chimpanzee communication research laboratory, which focuses
on a family of five chimps- 22-yearold Washoe, her adopted son Loulis,
females Moja and Tatu, and male
, Dar-all of whom communicate with
American
Sigh
Language
(Ameslan) gesture.
Dr. Goodall has visited the CWU
chimpanzee communication project several times over the past eight
years, conferring with researchers
Dr. Jane Goodall speaks about the chimpanzees of Gombe Stream Sunday from 6-7p.m. at the Hal Holmes
Roger and Debbi Fouts, as well as
Center. (Photo courtesy of Leakey Foundation)
·
presenting public lectures.
Goodall began her in-depth study
of free-ranging chimpanzees in the chimpanzees, making Goodall the spotted hyenas, olive baboons and ied "private speech" of the chimps,
as they talked to themselves (in
Gombe Stream Reserve, Africa, .in leading authority on human' s clos- . Egyptian vultures.
1960, sponsored by· anthropologist est primate relatives. Her 29-year
Using remote videotaping tech- Ameslan gestures), unobserved by
Loui~ Leakey: H~r !~!1g-~11!1 stu~y _ _observations have also yielded valu- niques in the CWUlaboratory Roger humaris or other chimps.
has yielded defimtive data on wild able information about the lives of_ and Debbi Fouts have recently stud-

Central professor asks 'Is Lady MacBeth real?'
by University Relations
If you wanted to know what
Napoleon ate at his fifth birthday
party, could you find out? Most
likely you could-maybe if you found
his mother's or nanny's diary. But
what about what Lady MacBeth ate
at her party?
Dr. Jay E. Bachrach of Central
Washington University philosophy
department will deal with the issue
of just how really literary characters are to us, in "Fictional characters Are Real: In What Sense Do
· They Exist?" The free public presTomorrow night Harry B's, Barto
. Hall's bimonthly night club, presents
Otis Elevator and the Shafts.
"These are some of the best musi- .
cians on the whole campus," Eric
Sumeri, Shafts-saxophonist, said.
Come hear us play, "because it's
kind of like my baby," Sumeri said,
"These are songs I've been wanting to
do for a long time. I had to take advantage of the opportunity. In the real
world musicians like this won't be
around."
Band members include: Gina
Zukoski, piano; Frank Seeberger,
guitar; Don Immel, trombone; Wayne
Bliss, bass, back-up vocals; Jake Bergevin, lead singer; Mark Yeend, drums,
back-up vocals; Eric Sumeri, saxophone; Greg Lyons, trumpet.
Otis Elevator and the Shafts have
modeled themselves after the Crazy
S's, Chicago, and Earth, Wind and
Fire, but are also influenced by motown, rhythm and blues and salsa,
according to S umeri.
"If someone wants to hear something, we'd like to be able to do it,"
Sumeri said.
Show time is Sp.m.

entation is part of the departmental
colloquium series and begins at 7 :30
p.m. Wednesday in Randall Hall,
room 118.
Of course you could never find
out what Lady MacBeth ate at her
fifth birthday party - unless
Shakespeare were to have written
more about her-because Lady Mac
Beth is merely a typewritten work
in a book that you read in your high
school English class. Or is she?
"She's something ... not just a
thought in Shakespeare's mind

because we have a clear image of
her too," says Bachrach who is
intrigued by the difference between
historical characterism such as
Napolean, and fictitious characters, such as Lady Mac Beth.
"I will review the two prevalent
approaches we find in philosophyin aesthetics- in trying to understand what fictional characters are
to us," Bachrach said. He intends
to discuss each approach, expose
their weaknesses, then present his
own thoughts Qn how questions

about fictional characters can be
solved without assuming they are
real.
"I plan to employ notions taken
form present-day cognitive science, mainly mental representation," he said.
The discussion will include
experts from Bachrach' s paper
titled, "Fictional Objects.and Literature." Bachrach read the paper
at the invitation of the University
of South Hampton in EnglaQd
earlier this year.

Calendar
of events
for the
burg of
Ellen
MUSIC
Tubist Mike Landers will perform a senior recital Sunday at 8
p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall.
Hai;ry B's the Barto nightclub is
featuring Otis Elevator and the
Shafts Friday . at 8 p.m. In their
premiere performance the band will
play original music and both old
and new rock 'n' roll. ·
The United States Army Field
Band and soldiers' chorus of Washington D.C. will perform a Centennial Concert at 1:30 p.m. on May 2
in the Ellensburg High School
gymnasium. Free tickets and information is available at Berry's, the
SUB information booth, chamber
of commerce and Daily Record.
John Moawad will direct the vocal
jazz choir and jazz band at the annual
"Tribute to Wenatchee." The event
will take place Saturday at 8 p.m. in
the Wenatchee High School Auditorium.
STAGE
Orchesis Dance Theater will
begin its spring concert "Different
by Design" Wednesday in the Tower
Theater. Tickets for the 8 p.m. performance are available at Shapiro's,
the SUB information booth and at
the door for $4 general admission
and $3 for students and seni?rs.
SEMINAR
Managing ange~ in relationships
is the focus of the seminar, "Women
and the Dance of Anger." Dr. Susan
Lonborg, CWU psychologist, will
host the seminar Thursday from 35 p.m. Register in the Women's Resource Center. .
LECTURE
"Living in Latin America: A
Woman's Lifestyle Perspective,"
will be hosted Wednesday at noon
by Stella Morena-Kimball, CWU
foreign language faculty as part of
the weekly Women's Resource
Center Brown Bag Lunchtime
Seminar.
Philosophy Colloquium: "Fictional Characters Are Real: In What
Sense Do They Exist?" by CWU
professor of philosophy[y Jay E.
Bachrach at 7:30 p.m. in Randall
Hall 118. The public is invited.
CWU Douglas Honors College
will present nationally renowned
philosopher Peter Kivy in a May 4,
speaking engagement on campus.
The free public lecture is titled
"Music and the Liberal Education,"
and will begin at 4 p.m.
ACTIVITIES
The
American
Heart
Association's"Jump Rope for
Heart" will take place Friday from
noon to 3 p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion. Sponsor forms are available at
Nicholson Pavilion and Pizza Hut
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.Ellensburg offers adventurous activities
by NOREEN ELBERT
Staff Writer

With Parents' Weekend quickly
approaching, many students become ·
anxiety-ridden deciding how to
entertain Mom and Dad. There are
a variety of outdoor, recreational,
and cultural options available within
Ellensburg; you just need to know
where to look.
Whether you are the host of a
native or a visitor, this list of activities will enable you to fill one hour,
or an entire afternoon.
On a sunny spring day, floating
the Yakima River is a relaxing way
to spend an afternoon. The river
winds from the Cascades' eastern
slopes through the Kittitas Valley.
There are a number of access
points along the river. The lower
canyon float is close to Ellensburg
and begins at the Games Department. Inflatable rafts, canoes, kayaks and inner tubes are the most
common means of traveling down
the river.
"A group of eight to ten friends
get together every year to float the
river," Central's Craig Anderson,

20, said. "We usually drive past up the beautiful Manastash R.idge
Thorp and start our adventure from and Quartz Springs.
there. If we use inner tubes we are
If you are interested in a really
usually in the water about an hour." adventurous afternoon, pick up a
"It is best to wait until the middle map listing the best places to hunt
of May before you try inner tubes," for the Ellensburg Blue Agate. The
Anderson said. "It can get pretty Ellensburg Agate is a gemstone
cold."
found exclusively in this Central
Another way to enjoy the beauty Washington region.
of Eastern Washington is to take a
"If you don't know what to look
drive into the country. Elk, deer and for, it can be difficult to find,"Lorena
wild flowers are c9mmon sights McLaren, 21, said. "The people I
during spring.
· went hunting with the first time told
The grave of a pioneer woman is me we were going agate hunting
a historical point of interest off Road and I was afraid because I didn't
No. 3120. Peoh Point's 3,700-foot know exactly what I was looking
elevation provides a panoramic view for. After an hour they decided to
of the Cle Elum Valley, Lion Rock, stop scaring .me and tell nie we
Table Mountain and neighboring weren't looking for an animal, just
lakes.
a rock."
Manastash-Taneum scenic loop
Along Dry Creek (Hwy 97) or
is an easy way to use up a couple of Horse Canyon Roads are good
hours of your visitors' time. This places to start looking for the stones.
trek should be scheduled for the Be sure to ask permission before
afternoon because it is a two to beginning the search on privatelythree hour drive.
owned land.
The loop starts in Ellensburg and
There are even more activities
leads to Quartz Mountain. Both Mt. available within Ellensburg. Just
Rainier and Mt. Stuart can be seen head down to the Ellensburg Chamfrom there. Gold and coal were once ber of Commerce and ask for the
mined in this area, which now makes "1989 Visitors Guide." It is always
full of ideas.

One of the many tourist attractions is the old Ellensburg Train Depot,
now the Cascade Mountain Cellars offers visitors tours of the old
station. (Photo by Susan Monahan)

April is International Guitar
Month

AMODEST ANNOUNCEMENT: ..
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MONDAY MADNESS!
Buy a Large for a Small Charge
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No coupon necessary
Offer good every Monday during
Spring Quarter
Expires 6-12-89
Valid at part1c1pating stores only Not valid w1ih any other otter Prices
may vary Customer pays applicable sales tax L1m1te·d delivery area
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Buy any 16" Pizza and
pay the 12" price!

-~

Our drivers carry less than $20 .00

~,,~ ~!;'\'

~<PIZZA[·

Guitar and Accessory Blow out Sale
Until end of April. Up to 40% off.
217 N. Pine

962-5785

Maryann's has new Owners ...
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Yellow Bose

~50...-.

$10 STORE ·
April 18 - 29th

1988 Domino's Pizza. Inc

. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _MliiKlii1111i89iii·1. .

Fantastic news for pan pizza lovers! Now
you can enjoy the great taste of oven fresh
pan pizza without leaving the comfort of
your home.
Thanks to Domino's Pizza~ you can have
your pan pizza delivered in 30 minutes or
less, guaranteed. No traffic hassles. No
waiting in restaurants.
New Domino's Pan Pizza has thick, chev1y
crust, smothered yvith tangy sauce and lots
of thick-. gooey real cheese. And it's topped
ott with generous portions of your favorite
toppings. All baked to delicious perfection!
So for great pan pizza, call Domino's Pizza.
Nobody Delivers Better:•

Call Us!
925-6941
Competitor's Pizza Coupons Accepted
8th & Anderson
Hours:
11 :00 am - 1:00 am Sun.-Thurs.
11 :00 am - 2:00 am Fri. & Sat.
OPEN FOR LUNCH

----~~~---------,
MINO'S PAN PIZZA
:
I
I

I

:

: .

I
I
I

Order any New Domino's
Pan Pizza and receive 2
Free 16 oz. bottles of
Coca-Cola Classic.
One coupon per pizza

•

©

Expires 6· 12·89

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other otter. Prices
may vary. Customer pays applicable sales tax . Limited delivery area.
Our drivers carry less than $20.00. r 1988 Domino's Pizza , Inc.

·-------------------~~~.

r··--------------------,
Large Hawaiian Style Pizza, or
Vegi Pizza, or

1

ExtravaganZZa®

II.

_

$10.95

(plus tax)

Hawaiian Style Pizza
features Ham, Bacon and
·Pineapple with Extra
Cheese and Extra Thick
Crust
Expires 6-12-89

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices
may vary. Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited delivery area .
Our drivers carry less than $20.00 . 1988 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

•••••••••••~•••••••m::~.

r···········-------·-··1
HOT LUNCH - HOT PRICE
$5.25

I.

Order a 12" 2-Topping
Pizza between 11 am &
4 pm for only $5.25
(plus tax)
Expires 6· 12-89

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices
may vary . Customer pays applicable sales tax . Limited delivery area
Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
1988 Domino's Pizza. Inc

Where $10 buys the
422 N~ Pine

BEST!

Mon-Sat. 9:30-5:30

·------------------~~~~·

Thursday April

io,

J~mes

1989

Brown fans to rally

Tonight Quigley Hall is hosting a

rally to contest James Brown is not
a criminal.
Brown, inmate number 155413,
is currently serving a six-year sentence in the South Carolina State
Penitentiary for eluding police
across two states.
"I think he should be' released,"
said Craig Keizur, rally organizer.
"For 33 years, he has served blacks
and helped racism, and right now
he's serving breakfast. He has more
value than just serving breakfast."
Over the years, Brown has affected many political and religious
leaders such as the Rev. Jesse
Jackson, Al Sharpton, and the NASA
crew.
Sharpton is attempting to free
Brown and is planning a nationwide
rally to celebrate Brown's 56th birthday on May 3.

The Observer -

Gee I don't know. Who do you think it is?

The NASA crew played Brown's
song "I Feel Good," during the last
space shuttle launch.
Brown has had 15 No. 1 hit
singles, two Grammy A wards and
has been elected into the Rock 'n'
Roll Hall of Fame.
Brown has influenced Mick
Jagger of the Rolling Stones, Michael Jackson, Prince, Terrence
Trent D 'Arby, and many rhythm
and blues artists, Keizur said.
At the rally, lecturers will
speak about Brown's history and
learn how to write an effective letter, Keizur said.
"It's a light-hearted rally," Keizursaid. "This is for the people who
are into the history and music of
James Brown, but don't expect to
march on Washington. (At the rally)
we '11 listen to good music and have
a serious purpose."

Astrological
forecasts for
April 20 - 27
Aries (Match 21-April 19) If
you're a Ram, you're probably
working madly to prepare your
bod for fun in the sun. A warning
to Mars students, don't let your
tan get in the way of your home
work.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) Have
you caught spring fever? It will
get worse next week when you
find you've got a secret admirer.
It could turn into a severe case of
summer love.
Gemini (May 21-June 20) Lucky
Jupiter this is your week! With
lady luck on your side, anything
is possible. Now is the time to
take chances, especially on the
15th.

WJINJDS AND WA VJBS ··
438 N Sprague

962-2090

College Students
Haircuts $10 with style included
"New Directions Northwest: Contemporary Native American Art,"
in Spurgeon Gallery in Randall Hall will close tomorrow. The exhibit
opened April 3. The exhibit includes work from 14 leading Pacific
Northwest artist. The gallery is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday Friday. Admission is free. (Photo by Gina Myer)
._
__.

*Perms $25 up to $45*
*Highlights $30*
*Cellophanes $25 *

•....................• ____________________
.NEW RAINIER ALE DRAFT
:
:
. . AND DARK DRAFT
I
Pitcher ... $2.75
Glass .... 50
1
I
· Pl~ase Present This Coupon Before Ordering
I

I

limit One Coupon Per Customer

-•I I
I

UORSGSIIOH 'l~t\. VHI\I~~
925-4044
This offer expires June 31. 1989

Hamm's Beer
12-12oz. Cans

I
1
I
I
· I

$3.99

••••••••••••••••••••••

Expires 4-30-89

WE SELL, RENT AND REPAIR TYPEWRITERS

FAX SERVICE 1-509-925-5400

1Je-e.~4 GROCERY

8th. & Chestnut

8-9:45 Non-Sat • 9-9:45 Sunday

Cancer (June 21-July 22) This
week, Crab, y0t"re falling for a
lucky Gemini. With Jupiter by
your side, you feel powerful, sexy
and mysterious. Hang on to this
playmate.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Romantic
opportunities are sfowthis week,
so take the time to organize. Do
the things that you've put off mop, write a friend, etc:

I Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Mer! cury helps relieve an ongoing
I problem. Family problems lessen
and relationships improve toward
the end of the week. A passionate
date this weekend.
Libra (Sept. 23·0Ct. 22) Admirers can't resist you. You shine
with confidence. Now is the time
to ask a stranger to dinner, or ask
your boss for a raise.Your self assuredness will carry you.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) This
week your financial sources will
dwindle, but keep your chin up,
Pluto, things get better. Unattached Scorpios may find excitement in the near future. Keep
your eye on an Aries.

(across from Maurice's)

Typewriter ribbons and
resume paper available

Page 11

925-2467
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
This week heats upfortheArcher.
Expect a special Pisces to explode into your life. A romantic
rendezvous will begin this new
relationship. Be careful, things
could get hot and heavy.

SIGN UP NOW!

Openings Limited

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You're a serious contender for a
promotion, as long as you keep
up the hard work. It wouldn't hurt
to work a bit harder on your personal life either. Don't make
waves.
Aquarius (Jan. 20--Peb. 18) Listen to authority figures in your
life, they may be right. Get in
touch with a long lost friend or
relative. There are big buck's just
around the comer.
Pisces(Feb.19-March20) Watch
for that sexy Sagittarius. The
Archer is looking to hit you with
the arrow of love. The beginning
of the week will be somewhat
slow, but things will really pick
up at the end of the week.

by DENISE DAHLAGER

Prizes & Tro hies

in SUB Game Room

Staff Writer ·

Thursday April 20, 1989
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Mike Bush

Thank goodness for pimentos and beverage carts

As I write this, I'm seated aboard USAir
flight 2920 en route to Los Angeles for a
much needed weekend vacation away from ·
the wind.
I am very fortunate in that I was able to get
a window seat, directly overlooking the right
wing of the DC-9. I feel lucky because I will
be the first on the aircraft to notice when the
wing disconnects itself and plummets to the
ground. I highly suspect this will happen
because I can see that parts of the appendage
are fastened to the jet with the same little
metal things which hold the pockets on Levi
jeans.
Despite this, I enjoy flying, especially since
I haven't flown anywhere since high school,
when my primary task was to irritate flight
attendants and other passengers.
I achieved this with the help of my buddy
John Hoefert, who, as a future pilot, was
fascinated with the theories of physics. We
conducted most of our physics experiments
by throwing ice cubes toward the front of the
plane. I said the cubes, because of the velocity
at which we were flying, would come back to

ACROSS
1 Collect
6 Highways
11 Having definable limits
12 Weirder
14 Teutonic deity
15 Tardier
17 Site of Taj
Mahal
18 Wine cup
20 Repulse
22 Dry, as wine
23 Unusual
25 Downy duck
27 Compass point
28 Trap
30 Concealed
32 Affection
34 Bristle

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

35 Scholar
38 Liquid measure
41 Agave plant
42 Mistake
44 Danish island
45Skill
4 7 Domesticated
49 Follows Fri.
50 Biblical weed
52 Wheel teeth
54 Therefore
55 Esculent
57 Wanderer
59 Lay in surrounding matter
60 Secret agents

DOWN
1 Aviator
2 Symbol for
manganese

us - John claimed they wouldn't. John was
right. All they did was hit other passengers in
the back of the head, while we did our best to
look innocent.
What I didn't realize is how much this
activity grated on the nerves of our fellow
passengers.
I must have matured a lot since then, because at this moment, I am poised to poke
several of my air-mates in the forehead with
my ballpoint.
Starting with the little girl behind me. She
doesn't cry - that I could handle - she
kicks. For a long while now, she has kept up
a heavy, steady beat that professional rock
drummers would marvel at. I believe my only
recourse at this point is to smash her knobby
little knees, which I would do if it weren't for
her "Daddy." Her father makes John Candy
look anorexic and Lyle Alzado wimpy.
Adding to his gentle appearance is one of
those cool "Fu-Manchu" mustaches which
seems to tell everyone: "Look at my daughter
wrong and I rip your internal organs out

The
Weekly

Crossword
Puzzle
3 Be sick
4 Heavenly body
5 Mediterranean
vessel
6 Altar screen

7 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
8 Macaw
9 Excavates
10 Calm
11 Is afraid of
13 Sped
16 Heroic in scale
19 Babylonian
abode of dead
21 Smooth
24 Wear away
26 Nerve networks
29 Turn inside out
31 Evaluates
33 Angered
35 Declare
36 Angry outburst
37 Heavy volume
39 Wipes out
40 Moving part
of motor
43 Raises
46 Decorate
48 Let fall
51 Recede
53 Capuchin
monkey
56 French article
58 Coroner: abbr.

\T'S A ec>E\NG

Pl-Mat . • - TH\S'LL

AU- BE 0\rE.R
SOON •••

through your earholes."
"What a beautiful little girl you have, sir!
And what lovely knees!"
Most of the other passengers seem pretty
normal, except for the guy two seats up who
hasn't stopped talking since we took off and
feels it necessary to loudly tell his wife everything that the plane passes. "Hey Honey,
there's St. Helens! Hey Sweetheart, there's
the kid's school!"
"Hey buddy, there's the door! Don't forget
your chute!
I guess I can't really be too upset with these
people, though. I'm sure I kicked lots of seats
when I was my little and my friends all think
I talk too much. So I guess what comes
around goes - Ouch! Hey! who threw that
cube??
One thing I do enjoy about flight 2920 is
the drinks. Alcoholic beverages on USAir
cost three dollars a piece. Some people think
this is an outrageous crime, but not me.
It makes perfect sense to charge this much
because by the look of this jet and the J.P.
Patches-style carpeting which covers the
seats, I'm sure the plane is much older than I
am, and anytime, it will plunge into someone's living room, killing me and my fellow
passengers instantly. So, you see, it is imperi-

tive that I stay drunk.
Think of all the times you've been bombed,
fallen down and walked into sneaky fire
hydrants without injury. By being intoxicated, there is no way a crash could hurt you
- all pain is dulled.
But what about the price? I'm fairly sure
that it's illegal to destroy federal currency, so
when the plane crashes and we all die, I for
one, don't want my lifeless body hauled off to
jail for the destruction of the cash that would
have been in my pocket had I not spent it all
on booze.
The real crime on airplanes is the food,
which I'm convinced is only served in orderto
force passengers into buying more drinks so
they can kill the taste.
Everyone in the world has heard jokes
about airline food about as many times as
they've heard "Patience" by Guns-n-Roses on
KXLE per hour, so I won't add to the boredom, but I will descibe the menu:
Turkey, noodles, beans wl pimentos, salad
wl chow mein noodles, dessert.
All I will say is, th~imentos were wonderful, the dessert was pinkish-gray, and chow
mein noodles have no business being in a
salad.
"Stewardess, can I have another drink?"

SPRING
The inconsistency of spring,
Music floating above empty sheets of
brought forth by the changing of the paper.
wind.
Reaching towards dust particles ranQuick goes the warmth of the day,
domly polluting.
As the night reaches over the sage
Shadows on glass painted black.
brush on the distant hill.
Reviews of dreams, imaginations.
Where goes the birds that sung just
Dark bodies outlined on white sheets.
hours before?
Lights go out,
Tomorrow,
Comfort found behind the panes of
glass,
alone.
behind the wood, stone.
Quick returns the birds.
':::::--=---------------Rays of warmth touch the skin of
yesterday's hopes.
Air clean of dust, breaks through
clogged sleep.
Shadows striking glass, shatter.
Abusing sounds attack the silence
pounding.
'
The room pulsates with adrenaline.
Bending, twisting, wind brought forth
by the waves of spring.
Over.
Done.
- Shawn Korynta
Poems are submitted by the CWU Creative
' Writing Club.

1
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Aaron All. Little-NW Lady Netters ·second at
.Whitworth tollrnament

Central ·forward Carl
Aaron added another honor to the
end of his two-year Wildcat career
as he was named to the Little AllNorthwest college basketball team · ·
as a repeat selection and top votegetter.
Aaron had already earned
first-treamAll-District 1 honors and
second-team NAIA All America
honors, and was·named to the AllToumament team at the NAIA nationals, only the fourth CWU player
to be so honored.
Aaron's selection to the
Little All-Northwest first team was
accompanied by CWU receiving
th~ Leo Nicholson Award as the top
Carl Aaron
team among all NAIA and NCAA
Division II teams in the Northwest. ington University and the College
Central out-polled Western Wash- of Idaho to win the award.

Central Rugby
"lookin' good"
The fledgling Central Washington Rugby Club debuted at home
Sunday, losing a match to the Seattle Kangaroos Rugby Club.
Although the local team lost the
match, it has experienced a fair
amount of success in this, its first
season of play since the 70s.
The team is 5-3-1 on the year and
won the Tulip Festival last week in
Mt. Vernon. A Total of six teams
participated in the tournament.
Mark Adams, club coach/captain,
said the future of rugby at Central
looks good.

By JILL ULNESS
Staff Writer

The Women's Tennis Team put
in outstanding performances at the
Whitworth. Invitational last weekend to take second·place.
Seattle University won the invitational, and Whitworth came in
third.
Going into the tournament, number one seed Jill Nelson, a sophomore, had a 7-2 record in singles.
Second seed Chris Parkhurst, a
junior, had a 6-2 record.
Nelson lost in the first round to
Pietra Gagnon of Seattle University
1-6, 1-6, but came back to win the
consolation round, open to first
round losers only.
Parkhurst beat Cami Brammer
of Whitworth in the first round, 6-1,
6-2, but lost in the second round to
Cindy Goldsworthy of Seattle University 4-6, 1-6, eliminating her

from the tournament.
Third seed Lisa Burton defeated
Sonja Jansen of Whitworth in the
first round 6-0, 6-2, but lost in the
second round to Pietra Gagnon 3-6,
2-6, also putting her out of the tournament.
In second flight singles action,
fourth seed Kelly Williams won
three matches to take the bracket.
In the first round, she was down one
set to love and came back to beat
Jenny Hagstad of Whitworth 4-6,
7-5, 6-4.
'
Williams beat Kristina Delgrave
of Seattle University 6-3, 6-4, in the
second round; then she went on to
beat Kathy McCloskey of Whitworth 6-1, 6-2, to win the section.
Top seed doubles team of Jill
Nelson and Casey Harvey were
defeated in their first match 7-5, o-·
6, 6-0, over Kathy McCloskey and
Jenny Hagstad of Whitworth. Nelson and Harvey won their next

match by forfeit, and then lost in the
consolation round final in a pro set,
8-4, to Cindy Goldsworthy- and
Lita Peranzi of Seattle University.
Second seed doubles team Chris .
Parkhurst and Lisa Burton defeated
Goldsworthy and Peranzi ·6-1, 7-6,
then beat Sonja Jansen and Teri
Fenner of Whitworth in a three set
duel 6-1, 5-7, 7-5. The team was
defeated by Jenny Adkisson and
Pietra Gagnon in the final, 3-6, 1-6.
CENTRAL V. GREEN RIVER
COMMUNITY COLLEGE- Central had a tough time on the road
against Green River last week, losing 2-7.
Top seed Jill Nelson lost a close
three setter to Lisa Hinkley 7-5, 67, 6-2. Third seed Lisa Burton
defeated Carol Stidham 1-6, 6-4, 75. Fourth seed Kelly Williams won
over Sharon Foister 6-2, 6-1.
Green River swept all doubles
matches.

"There was a big turnout at the
home game and we expect many of
the players to return for next year
and keep the team running," he said.
Adams said the team does not
have a sponsor so the fees for uniforms and officials comes out of the
players pockets.
"In the 70s the rugby team got a
bad reputation, from what I'm not
sure, but we 're trying to change the
image of the club," Adams said.
The next home game for the club
is May 6th against the University of
Washington.

Players await line-out during Rugby match at Tomlinson field. (Photo
by Steve Douglas)
·

CentralRugby player JeffBrateng goes highforthe ball in Sunday's match against Seattle Kangaroos. (Photo
by Steve Douglas)
.
_
..
\
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Golfers take UPS invite

Tennis men playing 'tired'
By JILL ULNESS
Staff Writer

·CENTRAL V. SPOKANE COMMUNITYCOLLEGE-Themenon
their home courts lost to Spokane 36 on a sunny windless day.
Fifth seed Jon Mann a senior,
won against Jeff Davis 7-5, 6-1.
Steve McCloskey beat Bob Lilly in
a quick 6-2, 6-2 match.
Second seed Jeff Wilson lost 1-6,
4-6, to Ron Hewett.

Seattle University 6-1, ~-2, butthen
lost to Tuttle of Willamette 1-6,.36.

Terry Vallala i.n the second flight
The men entered the Whitworth
singles defeated Brian Gies of SeInvitational with a 4-4 season rec:attle University 6-2, 3-6, 6-2, but
ord feeling a little tired after playing
then lost to Meyer of Willamette 3six matches in under two weeks.
6, 1"'6.
During last week's match against
· Jon Mann defeated Freidenrich
Spokane Community College,
of Willamette 7-5, 6-2, blitthenlost
Coach Randy Fiorito said the players looked tired, and he was going
"He was a tough player," Wilson to Brian Sachse of Whitworth i-6,
to give them a day off before the in- . said after his match.
7-5, 1-6.
vitational.
..
Wilson broke his racket the day
Steve McCloskey . won over
CENTRAi V. WIDTWORTH- before the match with Spokane and Mihas of Whitworth 2-6, 6-4, 7-5,
Central won a close match 5-4 was borrowing one from a friend.
and lost to Hemstreet of Willamette
against Whitworth where five out·· WHITWORTH
INVITA- 1-6, 2-6.
ofthe ~ine matches played went to TIONAL- The Central men came
The doubles team of Bob Strick·in third place, with Willamette tak- land and Rob D~vis brightened up
three sets. ·
Junior and first seed, Rob Davis ing first, Whitworth second
the tournament for the me.n by
In
the
first
flight
singles~
Rob
won against Tod Whitman 6-1, 2-6,
winning the consoiation title.
6-4. The match brought Davis' Davis lost in the first round to Lovell
J effWilson and Steve l\1CCloskey
Willamette 2-6, 2-6. Jeff Wilson won their first round against Gies
record up .to 5-2 for the season·,
. giving him the best singles record ~was defeated by Tod Whitman of and Dayof Seattle University 6-2!
.on the team.
Whitworth 1-6,6-7,inthefirstround 6-2, but th~n lost to Meyer · and
Senior Jeff Wilson seeded sec- also.
Porter .of Willamette 6-0, 7-6, 6-3.·
ond lost 4-6, 6-3, 5-7 against Brian
Bob Strickland beat Pin Hsiao of
Orr. Jon Mann defeated Ron Berasa
5-7, 6-2, 6-2.
In doubles play, second seed team
Jeff Wilson and Steve McCloskey
beat Brian Orr and Mark Eidson 7.tocreatethatwinninglogo
5, 2-6, 6-3.
Third seed team Terry Vallala
by April 30th. Pick up entry application at First &
and Jon Mann .squeeked by Ron
Senior Perry Hallmeyer reacts to a drive at the Ellensburg golf course.
Last Chance Tavern. Winner receives
Berasa and Mike Zagelow in a tight
(Photo by Steve Douglas)
third set 6-2, 2-6, 7-6 (9-7).
CWU men's gc>lf team won their ticipate in college because he apfirst tournameQt of the year last plied for amateurship in 1977:
962~5999 ·
1200 E. 10th.
Friday taking Puget Sound Invitational . The Wildcat's defeated
Western Washington by 11 strokes
RES ER VE OFFICERS' Tiii NI NG CORPS
The: Na1ion's
and Pacific Lutheran by 13 strokes.
l.ar~c:sl Puhlish~T
Perry HaHmeyer led the Cats' with
OfCampu~
Tdc:phnnc: Dirc:c:IOric:s
a two round total of 151. Jeff Kent,
Tom Mueller and Scot Ramsay were
OPPORTUNITY!
closely behind Hallmeyer with
Make the transition into the husiness
scores of 152,153, and 154 respecworld selling yellow page advettising for
tively.
your campus telephone directory or for
other campus directories nationwide.
This was Ramsay's first tournament of the year. This was the first
tournament he was eligible to play
EXPERIENCE!
in. Ramsay played on the PGA tour
Gain Valuable' Experience in Sales,
13 years ago, but is eligible to parAdvertising, Marketing and Public

of

D.o n't forget!

$50

SUMMER JOBS

Relations.

TRAINING!

PUZZLE SOLUTION

Five Day Expense-Paid Sales Training
Program in Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
Train with 200 other college students from
across the country.

MONEY!
S3, 100 Average Earnings for the Ten Week
Sales Period. Opportunity for a Profitable
Summer.

Interviewing on Campus:
Monday, April 17
Sign-up: Career Planning &
Placement Center, 105 Barge Hall

1011 N. Alder, Ellensburg

START YOUR CLIMB

TO CAREER SUCCESS
TRIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six weeks of Army
ROTC leadership training. With
pay, without obligation.
You'll develop the discipline,
confidence and decisiveness it
takes to succeed in any career.
And you'll qualify to earn Army
officer credentials while you're
completing your college studies.
Find out more. Contact Dave
Turban, Room 202, Peterson Hall.
Or call 963-3518.

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
Dr. Maynard Linder

Dr. Sandy Linder

Dr. Myron Linder

Located Close to Campus

TIE SMDTEST COLI.EGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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Skalisky ties
four records
by STEVE POFF
Staff Writer

Central Washington University's
Cory Skalisky doesn't play to set
records. He plays baseball because,
"it's fun, and I wantto be part of the
team." Nevertheless, the catcher
and designated hitter tied four CWU
single game offensive records in the
seco.nd game of a doubleheader
against the University of Puget
Sound in Tacoma on April 15th,
then added two more homeruns as
the 'Cats beat EOSC two days later.
"Team work is everything in baseball," says Skalisky. Batting in the
same order with good hitters like
David Herrick, Ron Kostick, Brian
Baddley, all of our position players,
makes me a better hitter."
Skalisky tied all time records for
most hits (five), most RBI (nine),
most runs (five), and most total bases
(thirteen) in a single game. Two of
his hits were home runs. His batting

Senior Cory Skalisky tied four single- game school records in Satur- barrage propelled ~WU. to .a d.ou-

.

day's game against

UPS . (Photo by Steve Douglas)

bleheadersweepagamstdistnctnval

UPS.
Athletic success is nothing new
to Cory. He starred in baseball and
football at Wenatchee High School
and made an impact at the University of Washington in baseball before coming to CWU.
He credits coach Ken Wilson with
the improvements in CWU's baseball program over the last few years.
"Coach Wilson is a motivator.
He gets the most out of his players
without rejecting their individual
styles of play."
"For example_, he has helped my
hitting by making subtle suggestions about the mechanics involved
in a constructive way."
Coach Ken Wilson credits his
players for the Wildcat success over
the last two years. "We have a
number of players who are making
important contributions, doing good
things at this point of the season."
Central' s next home game is
scheduled for April 26th, a doubleheader against Whitworth .at 1 PM
at Tomlinson Field.

THE AMAZING
MICRO DIET

*

Patti Carlson, Bloomingdale, Illinois

*

"This whole experience has been just fantastic! I can't believe the
difference in peoples attitude toward me-- it is truly amazing how
positively people treat you when you are thin."

962-6378
ll

N.Y. Pagoda Restaurant~~
Chinese and American Food

_,-._

« ..C-

116 W. 3rd Avenue
Order to go -925-2181
Free Delivery

}~
~:'I
•
'

t

ALL YOU CAN EAT SPECIAL
$4.25 Lunch
Lunch Special
$3.35
16 choices

Free Delivery

$5.25 Dinner
Regular Dinners 10% off
for all College Students
and Senior Citizens

Happy Hour 5-7

HOUSING SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
APARTMENT COMPLEX MANAGER
Central Washington ·University Housing Services, Barge Hall 103, is now accepting applications for the
position of Apartment Complex Manager. There will be one position open at the end of summer quarter
(August-1989), but all future positions will be filled from this posting (to January .1990). An application
and required evaluation forms must be completed and returned to the Housing Office no later than
5 p.m., May 3, 1989.
Applicant must be a CWU student in good standing and eligible to live off campus in any housing unit.
Duties include the overall management of a university apartment complex, working closely with the
Housing Office to assure that housing policies and building security are maintained. Applicant must like
working with people and should expect irregular hours. This position is open to both single and married
students of Central.
'
Applications are available at the Housing Office, Barge Hall 103. Remember that the application and
evaluation forms must be completed and returned to the Housing Office no later than May 3, 1989.
Interviews will be conducted May 8-9, 1989.
If you have any questions, please contact Perry Rowe or Darlene York in the Housing Services Office,
Barge Hall 103, telephone 963-1831 .
·
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-BAHA'I Informational Meetings.
You are invited to investigate the progressive revelation of God's Messenger for today. Call 925-9056 or 9253950 for further information.
-SCUBA LESSONS -PADI full open
water certification within a 10-day
period, $160. Sign up at Moser's Clothing and Scuba Supplies. Your home for
Levi's. 118 E. Fourth, 925-1272.
-Word Processing, typing. Experienced, reasonable, fast, accurate, all
forms. Spelling and grammar corrected,
Resume specialist, Term papers, and
Theses. BOOKMARK SERVICES, 415
N. Pine St. 962-6609 or 968-3228.
-ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHERIES. Earn $600+/
week in cannery, $8,000-$12,000+ for
two months on fishing vessel. Over
8,000 openings.
No experience
necesary. MaleorFemale. For52-page
employment booklet, send $6.95 to
M&L Research, Box 84008, Seattle,
WA 98124.-30 day, unconditional
100% money back guarantee.
-LETTER PERFECT Secretarial
Services. Word processing, quality
work, reasonable rates. Theses, term
papers, etc. 925-7750.
-SPEND YOUR SUMMER ON A
RANCH. Flying Horseshoe Ranch is
hiring counselors, wranglers, and cooks.
Share your enthusiasm, horsemanship,
outdoor, craft and music skills, AND
high moral standards with children 715. Private resident camp, 25 miles
N.W. of Ellensburg. Excellent experience for ED, PE, or Leisure Service
majors. Salary and room/board for 11week season. Call Penny Blackburn 1674-2366.
-NANNY OPPORTUNITIES
*San diego - one girl - $250/week*
*Atlanta - travel - $160/week*
* Las Vegas - toddler - $250/week*
*New York- private apt. - $175/week*
*Virginia - infant - $200/week*
·
Many positions available.
One year commitment necessary.
Call 1-800-937-NANI.
-HELP WANTED. Horse Farm needs
experienced groom and exercise person. Call Vantage Point Farm. 1-8562252.
-FOR SALE: Road bike. Red and blue
54 cm., Columbus SL frame with Crecord Campagnolo. 2-years-old, low
miles. SACRIFICE $750. Greg Edwards, Yakima 452-1319 or 963-3466.
-College diplomas sold at the MINT
TAVERN.
-Reformimg Education. Profscam.
Closing of the American mind. Opening of the American mind. Thrivin~ on
Chaos. Current writing on education.
Call 800n36-2030 for publications.
-SENIORS, DEPARTING SENIORS, I NEED SMALL HOUSE
APARTMENT NEXT YEAR. IF
LEAVING GOOD SITUATION,
CONT ACT LINDS V ANDER
HOWEN BOX 203 NOOKSACK WA
98276 BEFORE MAY 15th. $15 REWARD FOR BEST REFERRAL.
-COME JOIN THE EXCITEMENT
at McDonald's Restaurant. Summer
full and part-time positions available.
Interviews 9 - 11 :00 a.m. and 3 - 5:00
p.m._Monday - Thursday.
-SPEND YOUR SUMMER ON A
RANCH. Flying Horseshoe Ranch is
hiring counselors, wranglers, and cooks.
Share your enthusiasm, horsemanship,
outdoor, craft and music skills, AND
high moral standards with children 715. Private resident camp, 25 miles
NW of Ellensburg. Excellent experience for ED, PE, or Leisure Services
majors. Salary and room/board for 11week season. Call Penny Blackbum 1674-2366.
-1986 Yamaha Riva Jog Scooter. Low
miles, good condition. Call evenings
962-3002.
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Skalisky leads 'Cats by UPS
by STEVE POFF
Staff Writer

The Central Washington University Wildcats cruised by the
University of Puget Sound in a doubleheader sweep in Tacoma, 3-1
and 18-6, Saturday, April 15th.
In the first game, Jeff Pepper
continued his effective pitching to
gain his second consecutive complete game victory. He scattered
six singles, struckout five and
walked none.
The Wildcats advanced their
NAIA District 1 leading record to
6-0, 10-6 overall. UPS dropped to
4-3 in district competition.

CWU AT UPS
In the second game, Wildcat Designated Hitter Cory ·Skalisky exploded at the plate to tie four single
game school batting records as
Central pounded the Loggers 18-6.
Skalisky, a senior transfer from
the University of Washington,
collected five hits, nine RBI, scored
five runs and had 13 total bases. He
had a three run home run in the third
and a two run blast in the seventh to
highlight his record tying performances. The offensive onslaught ran
his hitting streak to nine games and
pushed his batting average to .516.
Brian Baddley also tied the
school record by scoring five runs
in the contest. Pat McGuire's solo
home run contributed to the Wildcat offensive show. David Herrick
continued his hot hitting, going 5-8
on the day to improve his average to
.500.

CWU AT EOSC
Central Washington University
appeared to have the Eastern Ore- .
gon State College number heading
into the last of the seventh (last)
inning leading 9-3. But Eastern
rallied to a stunning 10-9 victory
when they powered three home runs,
one a grand slam to overtake the
'Cats in the bottom of the seventh
inning, 10-9.

CWU AT EOSC
The Wildcats gained a split of
the doubleheader at Le Grande,
Oregon by outscoring the Eastern
Oregon Mounties 11-6 in another
seven inning game.
Central was lead by the continued hot hitting of senior Cory Skalisky who belted two home runs and
had five RBI. The senior catcher
and designated hitter followed Ron

Kostick's run scoring triple with a
home run in the first inning, then hit
a three run blast .in the second to
boost the 'Cats to an early 8-0 advantage.

Ellensburg's Most Complete Fitness Center
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Ken's
Auto-Truck Wash
210 S. Main Street
Ellensburg. WA 98926
962-8500

Ken's
Auto Wash

· ·

-

1013 E. 10th Avenue
Ellensburg, WA 98926
·

925-1915

Free car was h atw~~~~u~occ;~~n
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Out Card
Self·Serve - Both locations - . Automatic - 210 S. Main only
(Max 2 Cycles)

MINIMUM 10 GALLONS
PER PUNCH
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New for Spring

"Baggeez"

: Bring this coupon in and recieve first punch :

L--------~B:g:L--------~

GYM ·-~~- .

By California Hardwear
962-9277

S, M, L- ONLY $32

Today's "cutting edge"
demands involvement
and action.

962-9277

exl
Excellence

in

Leader~'lp

1\

The EX-L program delivers both.
"Excellence in Leadership" offers students of Central Washington University the opportunity
to participate and develop leadership skills through quarterly workshops provided on campus.
The first workshop seminar will focus on the topic "Effective Student Leadership" and will be presented
by professional campus leaders. Other topics of the workshop include: Time Management, Personal
·Traits and Management, Developing your own Strengths and Prioritizing to be more Effective.
Workshop dates for Spring quarter are scheduled for April 27, 3-6 p.m.,
and May 11, 3-5 p.m. at the Mary Grupe Center.
To attend any of the workshop dates, you must sign up between April 10-21 at the SUB
Information booth. Workshop dates are limited to 30 students so reserve your spot now.
For more information concerning the EX-L program contact: Lorena McLaren at 963-1691 . .

